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Nonexponential relaxation and quantum tunnel splitting in the molecular magnet Fe8
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Magnetic relaxation in molecular magnets under a sweeping field is studied by taking into account local
stray fields. It is found that the randomness of local stray field leads to a distribution of the relaxation rate
which subsequently makes the relaxation deviate from the exponential law as predicted by the Landau-Zener
model such that the Landau-Zener method needs to be revised to deduce an exact tunneling splitting. The
tunneling splitting and distribution width of local stray fields are derived from the experimental data for
molecular magnets Fe8.
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Magnetic relaxation by quantum tunneling in high sp
molecular magnets has become an attractive field of rese
in recent years.1–15 One of the well-studied systems is oct
nuclear iron~III ! oxohydroxo clusters Fe8, which has a well-
defined temperature-independent region below 0.36 K2–6

Theoretically the key to understanding magnetic relaxat
by the quantum tunneling is the tunnel splitting. The tun
splitting and the magnetization relaxation are connected
the Landau-Zener model.9,16,17Since the Landau-Zener tran
sition rate is explicitly related to the tunnel splitting, th
measurement of the change of the magnetization after
sweep over the resonant point can give the tunnel splittin17

Usually the tunnel splitting is very small~like the ground-
state tunneling of Fe8), and the transition rate due to tunne
ing is also very low. One sweep cannot lead to an observ
magnetization relaxation. In this case, the tunnel splitting
determined by the Landau-Zener method:3–5 multisweeps are
done and the tunnel splitting is deduced from the experim
tal data in a short time region. Up to now, the Landau-Ze
method3–5 has served as a basic tool to study quantum t
neling in molecular magnets and many other interesting p
nomena including the oscillation of tunnel splitting with r
spect to the field along the hard axis and the parity effect
odd and even resonance.3,18,19The tunnel splitting from the
Landau-Zener method is found to be sweeping-rate indep
dent and agrees with the result found by using a square-
decay method.3–5 However, there is still a puzzle that mag
netization relaxation under a sweeping field shows a c
deviation from the exponential behavior as predicted by
Landau-Zener model.4,5 Such a consequence may lead to
question of how the tunnel splitting is deduced from t
experimental data in short time region exactly. This is
main motivation of the present paper.

In the present paper, we start with the biaxial spin mo
with a local stray field to study the magnetization relaxat
behaviors. It is shown that the ‘‘uncompensated’’ transve
component of the local stray field leads to a distribution
relaxation rates which makes the relaxation in molecu
magnets follow a different mechanism as in some comp
systems like spin glass.20,21 Our analysis shows that the re
laxation is determined by two independent quantities:
tunnel splitting and the distribution width of the local stra
field. Although the magnetization relaxation deviates the
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ponential law we can derive the two quantities from expe
mental data of molecular magnets Fe8 successfully.

The biaxial spin model for the molecular magnets F8
with a local stray field is written as18,19,22

H5K1Sz
21K2Sy

22gmBS•„B1h…, ~1!

whereK1.K2.0, andB is the applied magnetic field.h is
the local stray field which may originate from the intera
tions between the giant spin and the environmental sp
~including other giant spins or nuclear spins!. To simplify the
problem we assume thath has a Gaussian distribution wit
an equal distribution width in all directions,23

P~h!5
1

~2ps2!3/2
exp@2~h2h0!2/2s2#. ~2!

Since our main interest is the magnetization relaxation un
a sweeping field, the external magnetic field is taken to
B5$Bx,0,0%: Bx5nDB6ct where n is integer,DB is the
field interval between neighboring resonant tunneling, a
c5dBx /dt. In the following calculation, we takeK1
50.321 K, K250.229 K for the molecular magnets Fe8.3

When the field along the easy axis is sweeping over
resonant fieldnDB, the biased local stray fieldhx will be
compensated by the sweeping field which brings spins
the resonant tunneling and leads to a continuous relaxa
If we omit the transverse component of the local stray fie
then all the spins will have the same tunneling rate inside
resonant window. The resulted relaxation is the simple ex
nential decay according to the Landau-Zener model,4,5

M ~ t !5M0e2Gt, ~3!

whereG5kPLZc/A and PLZ is the Landau-Zener transitio
rate,PLZ512exp(2pDn

2/nnc), Dn is the tunnel splitting,nn

52gmB\(2s2n), k52 for n50, k51 for n51,2,3, . . . ,
andA is the amplitude of the ac field used in the experime
In the low transition rate limit, i.e.,PLZ!1, which holds for
the Fe8 system,4,5 the above equation leads to

ln
M ~ t !

M0
52

kp

nnA
Dn

2t1
1

2 S pDn

gnc D 2 kc

A
t1•••.
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In the Taylor series expansion, one has

M02M ~ t !

M0
5

kpt

nnA
Dn

22
1

2 F S kpt

nnAD 2

1
p2kt

gn
2cA

GDn
41•••.

~4!

In a short time region, we can keep the first term on the ri
side of Eq.~4!, and then the tunnel splittingDn can be de-
duced from the magnetization relaxation of the molecu
magnets.

However, the tunnel splitting strongly depends on t
strength of the transverse local stray field. In other words,
local stray field will leads to a distribution of the tunnelin
splitting, and furthermore a distribution of the relaxatio
rates. Consequently, the resulted relaxation is modified a

M ~ t !5M0E dhP~h!e2G(h)t, ~5!

where

G~h!5$12exp@2pDn
2~h!/nnc#%kc/A. ~6!

The tunnel splittingDn
2(h) can be calculated by the instanto

method,19,23

Dn
2~h!.g6~h!Dn0

2 , ~7!

where the renormalized factor is caused by the local s
field, g6(h)5@cosh(2qhy)6cos(2dnhz)#/2 and 6 stands for
the even and odd resonant tunneling.

dn5
gmB

2K1
E

0

p df

12
K2

K1
sin2f2

gmBnDB

2sK2
cosf

, ~8!

q5gmBp/2(K1K22K2
2)1/2, and Dn0 is independent of the

transverse field. In the low transition rate limit,4,5 we have

M ~ t !.M0E dhP~h!exp$2g6~h!G0t%, ~9!

whereG05kpDn0
2 /(nnA).

The above equation shows that, in the low transition r
limit, the magnetic relaxation is sweeping-rate independ
provided that the sweeping rate is large enough, namely
dBx /dt*1.0 mT/s.4,23 In the absence of the transverse loc
stray field, i.e.,P(h)5d(h), we haveM (t).M0e2G0t for an
even resonant tunneling andM (t)5M0 for an odd resonan
tunneling as expected. The effect of the transverse local s
field can be observed by doing the integration in Eq.~9!.
Numerical results24 as shown in Fig. 1 show that the magn
tization relaxation deviates apparently from the exponen
decay as the distribution width becomes larger than 0.0
which is in qualitative agreement with the experimental m
surement. The nonexponential decay indicates the Lan
Zener model cannot be applied to measure the tunne
splitting explicitly. In fact, for a system with a distribution o
relaxation time, the resulted relaxation can be a large var
of shapes of decay.20,21 The above analysis shows that w
cannot deduce the tunnel splitting according to Eq.~4! when
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the relaxation deviates strongly from the exponential law.
the other hand, consider the local stray fields one obtain

M02M ~ t !

M0
5

kpt

nnA
^Dn

2&2
1

2 F S kpt

nnAD 2

1
p2kt

gn
2cA

G ^Dn
4&1•••,

~10!

where ^X&5*dhP(h)X. Comparing with Eq.~4!, one can
see that the tunnel splitting determined from@M (t)
2M0#/M0 under such an approximation isA^Dn

2& instead of
Dn . From Eq.~7!, one has

A^Dn
2&5Q6Dn0 , ~11!

where the averaging renormalization factor due to the lo
stray fields is

Q65
1

A2
@e2q2s2

cosh~2qh0!6e22dn
2scos~dnh0!#1/2.

~12!

Dependence ofQ6 on the distribution widths is plotted in
Fig. 2. It is seen thatQ6 increase rapidly with increasings

FIG. 1. Short time relaxation behavior for both odd and ev
resonant tunneling withs50.08 T andh05s/4.

FIG. 2. Illustration of the dependence ofQ6 on the distribution
width s. The dashed and solid lines represent forQ1 and Q2 ,
respectively.
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and become coincident ass.0.08 T. For an even reso
nance,Q1>1, andA^Dn

2& is always larger than the exac
tunnel splittingDn0, while for an odd resonance, the tunn
splitting A^Dn

2& is not always quenched once the local str
field appears.

Now we are ready to derive the tunneling splitting fro
the experimental data of Fe8. The experimental data of th
ground-state tunneling in Fe8 were provided by
Wernsdorfer.4,5 To fit the experimental data we chooseG0
56.531024/sec ands50.05 T. Both theoretical and ex
perimental results are plotted in Fig. 3. One can find that
analytic result fits the experimental curve quite well. T
estimated values50.05 T is consistent with the linewidth o
the resonance for Fe8.8 However, the hole-digging method5,6

gives a value of 0.03 T, which is smaller than what we e
mated. The tunnel splitting from the chosenG0 is D057.85
31028 K, and the renormalization factor isQ1(s
50.05 T).1.292. Therefore we haveA^D0

2&.1.01
31027 K, which is very closed to 1.031027 K in the con-
ventional Landau-Zener model by Wernsdorferet al.4,5 So
what measured in the Landau-Zener model isA^D0

2& instead
of D0 in the short time limit. Clearly,D0 andA^D0

2& are two
different concepts. For Fe8, since the averaging renormaliza
tion factor is as large as 1.292, we should consider the ef
from the local stray field. Our result shows that the mag
tization relaxation is determined by the tunnel splitting a
the distribution width of the local stray field. The later qua
tity leads to the relaxation deviating from the exponen
decay. On the other hand, after the local stray field is in
duced, the main modification to the kinetic equation of t
relaxation is to replaceDn0 with A^Dn

2& in the low transition
rate limit.

It should be noted that the tunnel splitting from the e
perimental data is sweeping-rate independent since the m
netic relaxation is independent of the sweeping rate whec
.1.0 mT/sec. From Eq.~6! we found that, rigorously speak
ing, the magnetization relaxation depends on the swee
rate c via the expression forG(h). However, the largerc
leads to a smaller transition rate. When the low transit

FIG. 3. Relaxation curve of ground state tunneling in the F8

molecule using a sweeping field withA57.249531022 T and
dBx /dt51.4 mT/s.
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rate approximation becomes valid for a sufficiently largec,
the transition rate is independent ofc. This is consistent with
the experimental measurement. Another problem is that the
above analysis is based on the adiabatic approximation. It is
assumed that all the spins have sufficient time to tunnel no
matter how small the tunnel splitting is. When the distribu-
tion width of the local stray field is taken into account, the
distribution of tunnel splitting becomes quite large. Approxi-
mately there will be a cutoff tunnel splittingDnc.nnc/p
such that the spins with the tunnel splitting lower thanDnc

will have no sufficient time to tunnel.15,25 To find out the
distribution of the tunnel splitting due to the local stray field,
we have made Monte Carlo simulation for Fe8 systems with
higher-order terms in the Hamiltonian. The resulted distribu-
tion of tunnel splitting is plotted in Fig. 4 fors50.05 T. The
tunnel splitting spreads over about 2 to 3 orders which is
much narrower than that in Mn12 molecules due to
dislocation.15,25 As the local stray field from dipolar-dipolar
or hyperfine interaction in Mn12 is stronger than that in Fe8

molecules and dislocation will lead to a wider distribution of
the tunnel splitting. The Mn12 system will have a much wider
distribution of relaxation time than Fe8 system. It implies
that the magnetization relaxation in Mn12 system will deviate
far away from the exponential decay.

In conclusion we have studied the effect of the local stray
field on the magnetic relaxation under a sweeping field in
Fe8 molecules. The uncompensated transverse local stray
field leads to a distribution of the transition rate such that the
relaxation deviates from the exponential law. The interplay
of the quantum tunneling and the distribution of the local
stray field determines the magnetization relaxation. Based on
this picture we proposed a revised scheme to deduce the
tunnel splittingDn from experimental measurement instead

FIG. 4. Distribution of ground-state tunnel splitting for a Fe8

model with higher-order termC(S1
4 1S2

4 ) in Hamiltonian under a
local stray field with a Gaussian distribution. (C522.95
31025 K).
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of the conventional Landau-Zener method. Our conclus
can be generalized to other molecular magnets since the
stray field due to the dipolar-dipolar or hyperfine interacti
exists extensively.
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